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Notice that there are two terms in the above expression of the form t / f ' ( X u ) . Note that 1 X We are now left with finding the maximum value of I ' f ' [ f ' ) . It is easy to show that f ' f ' ( ( 7 ) tends to zero as (3 tends to plus or minus infinity. This, together with the fact that f ' ( r j is bounded by 0.25 gives that c i f ' ( r ' ) is bounded. A graph of f , f ' [ v ) shows that its maximum value is about 0.25. f f f ' ( X f / ) = -( X o f ' ( /\U ) ) .
We now have that
This now gives UF a bound on w.
Thus, Finally, if E is small, so is Y, , I~~i t ) l .
Thus we have our results, that is if E is small. so is s.
SIMULATIONS
One set of simulations tested this method on the problems described by Bartlett and Downs [ I ] . The first is the much-used exclusive OR problem: given two single bit inputs, train a network to output a zero if the inputs are the same, and a one otherwise. The network used here consisted of two inputs, two hidden nodes. and one output node. The first phase of training used X = 1 in the function 1 1 + (
Training continued until the correct outputs were produced and the change in the error became small. The second phase of training started with the weights generated in phase one. and increased the value of X in the sequence (2, 3, 5 , 10) . Additional training was performed after each increase in A. Finally, the weights were transferred to a network in which the logistic function was replaced by a threshold function. The result was that all of the inputs were correctly classified. This problem has several well-known solutions for threshold units 141.
[3], so it is perhaps not surprising that this method performed well. The channel equalization problem considered in [ I ] was also tested against this method. Again. a set of weights that produced the desired outputs from a network of threshold units was easily found.
Finally, we were asked to find a set of weights that would correctly classify characters in binary vector form 121. The network was to be implemented in hardware using threshold units. Using the procedure described above, correct classification with a threshold unit network was possible. It is interesting to note that the speed with which lambda can be increased is sensitive to initial weight settings. For this problem, the average number of required increases was six. but for one set of initial weights, double that number was necessary to produce the desired results. The difficulty arises when the input to a unit is near zero. In that case, the linear part of the sigmoid is used. even for a steep sigmoid, and the sigmoid is not a good approximation to the threshold function. Adding a penalty term to the error function may prevent this problem.
A final issue that must be addressed is the performance of the algorithm. The rate at which lambda can be changed is probleni-
dependent, as is the amount of additional training that is required between slope increases. Thus. the method has the potential for greatly increasing training time. However, in the tests conducted to date, the increase in training time required beyond finding the initial logistic function solution has been small. For the character recognition problem, only 6 lambda adjustments were necessary to find weights that produced the desired outputs with threshold units and less than 500 training epochs were required between changes.
IV. CONCLUSION
It has been demonstrated that if a set of weights can be found that produces the desired output in a network of logistic function units, a mapping to a threshold unit network may be found by gradually increasing the slope of the logistic function and retraining. Note that the mathematical analysis presented here is only valid if the error in the original trained network is small. The motivation for this procedure is to facilitate hardware implementations of specialpurpose neural networks; specifically, networks for which the weights need not be leamed or changed in hardware. Although the algorithm presented here has performed well in our tests, there is no mathematical certainty that it will always work. However, the simplicity of the procedure may make it one that warrants attention prior to exploring more general or more complicated alternatives.
Effect of Nonlinear Transformations on Correlation Between Weighted Sums in Multilayer Perceptrons

Sang-Hoon Oh and Youngjik Lee
Abstruct-Konlinear transformation is one of the major obstacles to analyzing the properties of multi-layer perceptrons. In this letter, we prove that the correlation coefficient between two jointly Gaussian random variables decreases when each of them is transformed under continuous nonlinear transformations, which can be approximated by piecewise linear functions. When the inputs or the weights of a multilayer perceptron are perturbed randomly, the weighted sums to the hidden neurons are asymptotically jointly Gaussian random variables. Since sigmoidal transformation can be approximated piecewise linearly, the correlations among the weighted sums decrease under sigmoidal transformations. Based on this result, we can say that sigmoidal transformation used as the transfer function of the multi-layer perceptron reduces redundancy in the information contents of the hidden neurons. 
I. IPiTKODUCTION
It is well known that the MLP's (multi-layer perceptrons) have the capability of function approximation through a series of weighted sums and nonlinear transformations. In order to analyze the properties of the MLP's mathematically, it is essential to understand the nonlinear effects on the output values of their neurons. For this purpose, approximations of the nonlinear functions in terms of the quasi-linear functions have been considered [ 11-[3] . However, most of the results show local dynamics of the MLP's.
In this letter, we investigate the change in the correlation between two jointly Gaussian random variables under sigmoidal transformation. According to the central limit theorem, the weighted sums to hidden neurons of the MLP's are asymptotically jointly Gaussian when the input pattems or the weights are perturbed randomly [4]- [6] . Thus, analyzing the effect of nonlinear transformations in terms of jointly Gaussian random variables can give us an insight into the global dynamics of the MLP's. In Section 11, we prove that the correlation between two jointly Gaussian random variables decreases when each of them is transformed under any continuous nonlinear transformations, which can be approximated piecewise linearly. In Section 111, our derivation is verified by a Monte-Carlo simulation, and Section IV concludes this letter.
NONLINEAR EFFECT ON CORRELATION BETWEEN TWO WEIGHTED SUMS
In order to characterize nonlinear effects on the correlation coefticient between the weighted sums, we prove the following theorem.
A . Theorem
If two jointly Gaussian random variables U and v with means 1/11 and PO are transformed into y and z as follows:
where U. h. c. and P are non-zero real values. then we consider the following sequence of proof steps [7] .
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point depending on the value of For r # 0 with o and c fixed, r+ IS a function of h and P . Now, 1 ) r y z (b. P ) should have critical points at PI ( h = (1. r = c ) and 2) At P I . r,,: may have a relative maximum, minimum, or saddle It is easy to show that &4/r is monotonically increasing in r and 1 < .A/r < 7i -1 for -1 < r < 1. From this, we see that the right-hand side of (8) are continuous nonlinear transformations that can be approximated piecewise linearly, as in (1) and (2) . Since the sigmoidal transformation is one of such transformations, the result can be applied to the pairwise correlation coefficients among weighted sums of the MLP's, assuming that their input values or weights are perturbed randomly. It should be pointed out that the result can be applied to trained MLP's, as well as untrained ones.
SIMULATION
To verify our derivation, an MLP in a handwritten digit recognition system is considered. A handwritten digit of size 16 x 16 pixels is preprocessed via thinning and feature extraction (four directional features and four branch features). As a result, a 128 dimensional compressed feature vector is generated, and applied to the input of the MLP with 128 inputs, 19 hidden neurons, and 10 output neurons.
We add a random noise vector d ' to a specific input pattern z','). where the elements of the noise vector are independent 
or[T(a, ) . T ( a , ) ] I / I C ' o I [ a~. a , ] l .
Here. C ' i i r [ T ( a , ) . T ( a , ) ]
is the correlation coefficient between the it11 and the .it11 hidden neutron output values (after sigmoidal transformation). and C'<ir [a,. a,] is the correlation coefficient between the weighted sums (before the transformation). Gaussian zero-mean noise vectors with variance 0; are added to the compressed feature vector corresponding to a digit pattem "7," and applied to the input of the MLP. 1000 samples are used to estimate the correlation coefficients.
and identically distributed with .A-((). ~7 1 ) . and compute the ratio ICor[T(a,).T(a,)]I/ICor[a,.
. , ] I where T is the sigmoidal transformation and a , is the weighted sum to the i t 1 1 hidden neuron. A noisy input pattern z can be expressed as
Denoting the weight from the it11 input neuron to the ,jtli hidden neuron by w , ! . we can write Figure 1 shows the histograms of the ratios lCor[T(a,).T(a,)]//(Cor[a,. a , ] \ when the compressed feature vector (extracted from a digit pattern "7") with random noise is applied to the input of the MLP. We use 1000 samples to estimate the correlation coefficients. The ratios are always smaller than 1, which agrees with the derived result. Even when the additive noise vector is not Gaussian, we can reach a similar conclusion for large S. provided that the elements of the vector are independent. For pattern recognition applications, the hidden neurons of the MLP are trained to extract features from input patterns. This process is done by a combination of linear projections onto weight vectors and element-wise sigmoidal transformations. Since the weight vectors tend to be near-orthogonal after successful training, a small amount of pairwise correlation remains among the weighted sums. However, the sigmoidal transformations reduce the correlation, making the features more useful. In this sense, one can view an MLP as a special type of nonlinear whitening filter.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we prove that the correlation coefficient between two jointly Gaussian random variables decreases under the elementwise continuous nonlinear transformations that can be approximated to piecewise linear functions. For an MLP, the weighted sums to a hidden neuron can be approximated as jointly Gaussian random variables if the input values or the weights are perturbed randomly. Therefore, the absolute values of the painvise correlation coefficients of the weighted sums decrease under the sigmoidal transformations. This result indicates that the sigmoidal transformations reduce the information redundancy among hidden neurons of the MLP.
